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Coasts and Climate Change
Hot Topic for the AGM, Sunday 12th April
For the second year in a row Aileen Vening will be
our speaker at the AGM. This time, however, the
climate-change impacts she’ll be looking at are a
little closer to home!
As a geographer and South Gippsland resident for
over 20 years, Aileen has been closely watching
our changing coastline, particularly the Bunurong
coast, Inverloch and Anderson Inlet.
Coastlines are dynamic, change is a natural process. However the scale of changes that have
occurred during just the last 12 months reflect
the added impact of climate change. With warmer ‘bulked up’ oceans, melting ice in the Antarctic
and Arctic, and more wind and wave activity, sea
levels are rising, impacting on coastlines and infrastructure.
Aileen will discuss natural coastal processes using
local examples, as well as the impact of climate
change.

The effects of a more aggressive ocean under the influence of
our warming climate are becoming obvious on the Inverloch
foreshore

Reality project. She receives regular updates
from the Climate Reality project and will include
in her presentation the good news about what is
being done globally to address this critical issue.

Since speaking at last year’s AGM, Aileen completed 3 days of training with the Al Gore Climate

For AGM details see page 13

New Species of Seadragon Discovered off Western Australia
A bright red, black-eyed, bony beauty, it is only the third species
of these peculiar Australian marine creatures ever discovered.
The Ruby Seadragon is believed to live in dark waters beyond normal scuba diving depth, and so escaped attention, unlike its relatives, the Leafy and Weedy Seadragons.
Andrew Darby, Fairfax Press
'Mesmerising beauty': The Ruby Seadragon. Photo: Western Australian Museum
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ernment agencies on policy or planning issues. We
also often partner with other local groups to help increase our influence.

2014/2015 saw the membership involved with a number of re-vegetation projects in Inverloch and
Wonthaggi plus the monthly working bees in Inverloch
and around Foster. This past year has seen Society
members directly and indirectly involved in the planting
of 10,000 indigenous plants --- a fantastic effort. See
below.

A number of new members (including some younger
ones) have joined this year and many are assisting in
the shop and/or with weeding and planting days. We
are still looking to you, as a member, to actively pursue new recruits.

We continue to attempt to deal with a wide range of
local and regional environment-related issues, engaging with other community groups, local government
and government agencies. The scale and complexity of
the issues seems to grow year by year. Governments
at the State and Federal level are seemingly incapable
of addressing them. The Federal Government denies/
ignores the science of climate change and its impacts.
These impacts are with us right now!

The change of government in Victoria gives us some
hope that the environment may just have a greater
profile. We saw the previous government actively removing many of the gains which had been made over
the past decades.
Since the November election our new State Government has removed the cattle from the Alpine Park and
abandoned the proposed expansion of the Port of Hastings. It is also trying to prevent the private development at Point Nepean signed off by the previous Government.

As already reported in last November’s newsletter, our
very own Bunurong Coast Education (BCE) won the
Education Award at the Victorian Coastal Council’s
Awards for Excellence. Thanks to Rod, Mike and the
Education Committee with assistance from shop volunteers. BCE continues to attract existing and new clientele, with a number of new schools and adult programs
throughout the past year attracting a great response.
This year’s Summer by the Sea program was again
popular with many of the activities oversubscribed.

This gives us some hope and expectation that additional policy initiatives aimed at protecting the environment are to be part of this government’s term!.
The Federal Government and our “Coal is good for Humanity” Prime Minister with no Minister for Science,
continue to ignore signals such as:

This past year has also seen many of our members assist with planting days on two sites in Wonthaggi assisting the Friends of the Wonthaggi Heathland and the
Wonthaggi Seedbank (Now the Wonthaggi Seedbank
and Nursery). Five thousand plants over 3 or 4 days
were planted on public land managed by Parks Vic opposite the east side of the Desalination plant, with
2000 more near #5 Brace (opposite Tent Town) in
Wonthaggi.

** “The year 2014 was the warmest year across global
land and ocean surfaces since records began in
1880” (Global Analysis – NOAA, 2014),
** “In the long-term, ocean acidification is likely to be
the most significant impact of a changing climate on
the Great Barrier Reef ecosystem.” ( Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority,

website);

** Click on highlighted links to see more.

The Wonthaggi Seedbank and Nursery shares many
members with SGCS. A twice-weekly, enthusiastic
group of volunteers, over many months, is working at
the newly established nursery (now into their 2nd growing year) based at the old State Coal Mine just out of
Wonthaggi. Thirty thousand plants have been sown,
pricked out and are now well on the way to being ready
for the next planting season. Most of the plants will be
used by local community groups including 4000 for the
new(ish) Screw Creek Reserve on the east side to the
north of the fishing platform.

**They have effectively dismantled the Environment
Department, the Climate Commission (Now the privately run, Climate Council and have failed to demonstrate (how or when) their “Direct Action” program is
going to cut CO2 emissions.

Your continuing membership is vital to the success of
the Society and we value your ongoing support and
involvement. Membership currently stands at approximately 300. As a medium-sized organisation, this
gives us considerable influence in our capacity to gain
grants and tap into volunteer expertise not otherwise
available. It also helps us influence Councils and gov-

Cartoon Courtesy C.J. Bradshaw Blog - Feb 2015
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The list is long…… We could all:
Cry?

Despair?

our highly successful organisation into the future. More
detail on this later.

Laugh?

Thanks to:

OR

All the membership, office bearers and the various
committees and committee members for the work you
do. The number of volunteer hours is immense: - we
should add them up one day. The many hours of
meetings, shop volunteering and weeding, planting,
writing, getting our message out to the wider community through education and engagement, all contribute
to our ongoing success.

Actively fight to remove these living fossils from power
with all of us working towards a sustainable future!
Divesting Funds from Fossil Fuel Enterprises:
As I wrote in last years report, SGCS has divested all
its accounts from the big four banks. All accounts are
now with the Bendigo Bank which publicly stated in
2014 that it does not, and will not, invest in fossil fuel
related enterprises. The Australian National University
in the ACT controversially divested its funds from any
institutions investing in fossil fuels.

I look forward to seeing you at the AGM on April 12 @
11.45am for a 12noon start.
Dave Sutton - President

This simple action, by larger institutions or individuals,
seriously annoys politicians and sends a powerful message to the fossil fuel industry and its investors.
As I stated in last years report, we can all send a powerful message to these fund managers by closing our
accounts and telling them why.
Go to http://350.org.au/ and http://gofossilfree.org/
australia/ to find out how..
That graphic to the right highlights where our CO2
emissions come from and end up.
The Model Rules:
At last years AGM the membership adopted the new
Rules of Association as distributed. The rules were
submitted to the Dept of Justice and were subsequently
approved. Based on our existing constitution, we are
adapting it to fit with the Model Rules that will guide

Inverloch Branch Annual Report
The Inverloch Branch meets monthly (3rd Tuesday of the
month) where we discuss a wide range of issues. The
highlight is the membership reports on the latest bird/
mammal sitings, walks through some of our fantastic local and remote bushland reserves and other items of environmental interest.
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ment, Communities for Nature grant obtained in 2013 by
the Projects Committee.

Late last year the Projects Committee obtained a Coastcare grant to construct a small bridge across the Screw
Creek tributary and plant 4000 understorey plants on the
east side of Screw Creek in the northern reserve past
Last year, a lot of time was devoted to the complex and
the fishing platform. More details of this project at a later
controversial issue of “dogs on beaches” in Inverloch that date.
saw the Bass Coast Shire employ a consultant to get the
Dave Sutton
community view and develop a new set of rules and signage. The overriding issue from our perspective was the
protection of bird (read Hooded Plover) habitat from dog
and human disturbance. These new rules were implemented over the summer period, the outcome of which
seems to be a mixed response!
Many of our members, Inverloch Branch members, newcomers and with some assistance from the Friends of
Harmers Haven and Cape Patterson Ratepayers Association planted 3000 plants on the west side of Screw
Creek over 3 planting days.
The plants were purchased as a result of a state govern-

Hard at work - Screw Creek planting day – May 2014
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Night Rockpool Rambles
Our first organised night-time ramble on Inverloch's
rock platform was an enjoyable and rewarding experience for 30 participants. Inhabitants were seen in
a new light (torch!). Species not usually sighted
were visible and active; our first octopus for the season, (a small reddish Maori octopus that retreated
into its cave), tiny smooth toad fish only millimetres
long, leatherjackets (including the one pictured below) and mullet active in pools and shallows.

tive tail flaps were noted. It's only at night that the
extent of their numbers and range on the platform
becomes obvious, suggesting some control
measures might be of value.
The last two years have seen the extent of the rock
platform significantly increased as sand has washed
from the shoreline between Ayr Creek and Pensioners Point, filling the channel that has for so long run
along the face of the platform. All this is now
changing as off-shore sand banks and sand accumulated on the Point Norman spit are migrating inshore
and beginning to cover the rocks. Large numbers of
swimmer (surf) crabs with their paddle-like back
legs and two distinctive purple spots have moved
with the sand masses and appear to have attracted
Pacific Gulls which gathered along the low tide level
and left the remains of many consumed specimens.

Post-Christmas the pair of Pied Oystercatchers,
(regular feeders earlier) was reduced to but one visible member. Hopefully they were successfully raising chicks on Point Norman and we were seeing but
one parent at a time! Sooty Oystercatchers, Egrets,
Numbers of large sea-hares, not commonly seen this
Herons and Ibis are all regular feeders on this platyear, were in many pools, quick to release their purform and it will be interesting to see what area they
ple ink when disturbed, many having laid strings of
will be left to feed on, and for us to explore, in fuorange eggs in spaghetti-like masses.
ture.
Large predatory whelks, sea and brittle stars, eleA great variety of life forms is found along the exphant snails, sea urchins, chitons and grazing snails
tent of this rock platform and as the physical enviwere still to be found, mostly under rocks.
ronment changes so does the range and distribution
However it was the mobile crustaceans; crabs,
of its inhabitants. This year a second, larger species
shrimps, amphipods etc which appeared to be most of Pistol (snapping) shrimp was observed on a numactive and more visible than during the day. Hairy
ber of visits: the New Zealand Pistol Shrimp
crabs were foraging through pools and little pairs of (below).
bright reflecting shrimp eyes glittered from amongst
the weed.
Disturbingly, the most common and conspicuous
members of this group were European (Green)
Shore Crabs, an introduced pest species. During the
day they remain buried in sand or under rocks but
these crabs were moving boldly across the platform.
Many were large, most were males. A few females
with egg masses protruding from their wide protec-

Rod Webster

Membership Annual Report

March 2015

Renewals for the 2015/16 year fall due on 1st March –
please see the back page of the Newsletter for further
details.

Our membership remains steady at around 276, which
includes 10 life members and 18 new members. Interest in being part of our Society is still strong and it’s
heartening to know that the community commitment
has not waned.

Vivien Hughes - Membership Officer
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Fauna After an Ecological Burn
Fire is a necessary evil for a healthy and diverse heathland but its frequency is critical. If fire is too frequent,
species that don’t have time to reach maturity and set
seed may be lost, but, if the burn interval is too long,
species that depend on fire for regeneration can die
out. That said, there is a need to maintain a variety of
native vegetation growth stages which are important
for the survival of resident fauna species. Many animals need a range of habitat growth stages over their
life cycle.

The two blocks surveyed are along the east-west track
from the main gate.
Block A: Burnt 1992 (south of the track), now 22 years
of growth, wet and dry heath vegetation.
Block N: Burnt 2005 (north of the track), now 9 years
of growth, mainly wet heath.
The surveys have been in autumn or spring. There
were two surveys in 2004 (September and December)
and two in April 2008.

Growth stages and tolerable fire intervals for Victoria’s
native vegetation have been described by David Cheal
(2010). In heathland the stages are:

For some species the observations are so sporadic as to
have no more value than as observations. They include
the Echidna, Black Wallaby and European Rabbit among
the mammals, all the skinks except the Eastern ThreeRenewal 0-0.5 years. During this stage most of the
ground is bare, seed is released from elevated fruit, soil lined Skink, the Lowland Copperhead and the Whitelipped Snake among the reptiles and all the amphibians
-stored seed germinates, resprouting species show
except the Common Froglet and the Southern Bullfrog.
buds, there are no flowers or litter, abundant light at
The Common Blue-tongued Lizard seen on one occasion
ground level.
was caught in an Elliott trap and its temporal scales
Juvenility 0.5-2.5 years. Most of the ground is bare,
checked to identify it. It is the only one ever seen at
fire ephemerals are abundant and annuals set seed,
the Heathland to my knowledge.
resprouting is vigorous, fire responsive species flower,
If the data is grouped according to the maturity stage
no litter, abundant light at ground level.
of the vegetation post-fire, looking at only those speAdolescence 2.5-8.5 years. Bare soil is reduced, fire
cies with sufficient data, (Table 1, below) we may be
ephemerals decline, but the seed bank is restored, soilable to discern trends related to the effect of fire on
stored and elevated fruit seedlings grow vigorously,
these fauna.
first flowering in resprouting species, seed released
Some interesting results to note are:
from fire responsive species, patchy litter, light at
ground level decreasing.
•
The number of surveys differs between the two
Maturity 8.5-33.5 years. The canopy closes, fire
blocks and may skew the results.
ephemerals retreat to soil seed store, no further germi•
Most species are recorded as occurring in vegetanation, all earlier germinated species flowering and settion that is mature in Block A. The juvenility and
ting seed, elevated seed storage gradually accumulatadolescent stages harbour the fewest individuals.
ing, resprouting species flowering and accumulating
seed store, fire responsive species not reproductive,
•
Most species are recorded as occurring in vegetalitter accumulating, light at ground level decreased.
tion that is adolescent in Block N, but there is
only one survey in mature vegetation, recorded
before the fire in 2005 and it is only 9 years since
the fire. We might be able to predict an increase
in species numbers for future surveys.

Waning 33.5-55 years. Canopy decreases, annual species reappear, no further germination, growth rates
decrease, long-lived species become dominant, litter
cover re-established, light at ground level decreased to
minimum.
Senescence 55 + years. Canopy opens, species richness at a minimum, annual species common, growth,
flowering and soil seed stores decreasing, litter cover
complete, light at ground level at a minimum.
Over the past fifteen years, 1999 – 2014, Peter Homan
has carried out surveys of vertebrate fauna in the
Wonthaggi Heathland Nature Conservation Reserve
with the help of TAFE students. He has used various
traps, surveillance cameras, incidental evidence (scats,
scratching) and sighted specimens.
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•

Introduced pest species, the House Mouse and
Black Rat, have a similar distribution to native
species.

•

The greatest number of amphibians occurred in
both blocks during October in 2013 and 2014,
usually one of the wettest months of the year in
South Gippsland and 2013 was one of the wettest years in the last 30 years.

•

Surveys by RMIT have changed from autumn
(2007-2010) to spring surveys (2011-2014).
Because female bandicoots occasionally expel
joeys from the pouch due to stress when captured, the DEPI Biodiversity Officer requested the

team not to use cage traps during spring surveys. Surveillance cameras have replaced cage
traps, resulting in only one record in October
2012.

Reference
Cheal, D. Growth stages and tolerable fire intervals for
Victoria’s native vegetation data sets Report No. 84,
Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental Research,
2010.

Visit the Heathland and look at these two blocks. Note
the vegetation, remembering that Block A is at Maturity
and Block N is just post Adolescence. Then think about Homan, P. Surveys of vertebrate fauna, Wonthaggi
Heathland Nature Conservation Reserve Vegetation
the animals which have been noted in the surveys. Is
Management
Blocks A and N, 1993-2014.
one site better than the other? What is the effect of
fire on the fauna?
Terri Allen

Table 1 Number (range) of each major species in Juvenility (J), Adolescence (A) and Maturity
(M) post-fire vegetation stages
Species

Block A

Mean
M

Block N

Mean
A

J (93)

A (94-00)

M (01-14)

J (05)

A (06-14)

M (04)

Number of Surveys

1

1

14

1

8

1

White-footed Dunnart

0

2

23 (1-12)

1.6

0

4

0

0.5

Swamp Antechinus

0

5

5 (2-3)

0.4

0

1

0

0.1

Southern Brown Bandicoot
Bush Rat

0

2

7 (1-3)

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

2

86 (1-18)

6.1

0

13 (1-5)

0

1.6

Swamp Rat

0

5

9.4

0

50 (4-11)

0

6.3

House Mouse

0

3

131 (222)
78 (1-25)

5.6

0

25 (1-11)

0

3.1

Black Rat

0

0

7 (1-3)

0.5

0

12 (1-5)

1

1.5

Eastern Three-lined
Skink
Common Froglet

0

0

73 (1-15)

5.2

3

33 (1-10)

4 (0-4)

4.1

0

0

26 (1-10)

1.9

1

18 (1-10)

0

2.3

Southern Bullfrog

0

0

54 (2-23)

3.9

0

57 (1-26)

4 (0-4)

7.1

Around Inverloch beaches
(clockwise from left)
10 Fairy Terns settled on the extended
sand bar at Point Norman (11/14)
Andrew Chapman
Brittle Star, rock pools (12/14)
Juvenile Pipe fish found while netting
with kids at Screw Creek (12/14)
Mike Cleeland
Whale blubber washed up on Inverloch
beach near RACV (12/14)
Trilby Parise
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Bunurong Coast Education Annual Report
Another successful year for Bunurong Coast Education;
more school visitations, expanded holiday programs
and a wider range of activities offered. And this year
formal recognition from the Victorian Coastal Council,
BCE having received the Coastal Award for Excellence
in Education, (this after two years as a "runner up").
The beautiful glass sculpture of a sea dragon, on display in the Bunurong Environment Centre, stands as a
reminder to us of the many people we know have enjoyed their Bunurong experiences, been challenged and
inspired by our work, and the magnificent environment
that is our primary classroom.
We have pleasingly added Coastal Geography to our
school programs and thank Aileen Vening for the work
spent in developing and presenting this curriculum material. We were also pleased to have more visits from
our local schools and an increase in presenting to senior (VCE) classes where 'Outdoor Education and Environmental Science' and 'Biology' are popular subjects.
The Community Education presentations and workshops continue to provide fascinating, engaging activities and should continue to be well supported. We encourage members to keep informed of these activities,
along with our school holiday programs by regularly
visiting the SGCS website. Exceptionally well managed
by Dave Berry this is a fantastic gateway into the society's activity and enables schools and prospective visitors to query and book into our programs. We urge
you to also check us out on Facebook as we work to
enhance this means of promotion.
Once again we were pleased to be part of Coastcare's
fantastic Summer by the Sea (SBTS) program throughout January and we acknowledge the contribution Bruce
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Atkin, Coastcare's Gippsland Facilitator has made supporting our activities.
BCE committee members (Michelle Ward, Debbie Williams, Mary Ellen Cantieni, Louise Wilson) have been
most supportive as have Pauline Taylor and the shop
volunteers who so often help when we are running activities. We could not function well without the 'behind
the scenes' work of Vivien (administrator) and Jacky
(treasurer) who provide us with timely financial data
and administrative support.
We thank South Gippsland Water for their ongoing financial support, Bass Coast Shire for supporting equipment purchases and covering costs of the Great Victoria Fish Count run at Shack Bay. Also Inverloch's Bendigo Community Bank for its contribution to our "Bird
Seat". Disappointingly we have made little progress in
establishing informative signage along the foreshore
but this remains a priority for the coming year.
Finally a very big 'thankyou' to Mike Cleeland, our Education Officer. Mike's professionalism, enthusiasm for
his work, willingness to be contacted at any time and to
put in so much extra time has been the key to the success of our programs.
I urge all members to continue to support BCE. It is
increasingly difficult to be financially viable and still
keep the cost of access for schools and families low.
Spread the word! Encourage attendance at our Community activities and help us raise awareness of our
wonderful Gippsland environment and of local and global issues which are so important.
Rod Webster for Education Committee

Foster Branch Annual Report
Foster has continued through another year with our
standard four meetings. At the February meeting we
were expecting Jim Whelan to talk to us about the history and effects of fire on Wilson's Promontory. But,
ironically, he was away fighting fires so we had to wait
until our May meeting for his talk. It was very informative and worth the wait.
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At the November meeting we had the South Gippsland
Shire Environment Officer, Chris Rankin as our speaker. He described the profile of what his job is and then
proceeded to tell us what exactly he is able to do.
There were questions asked by various members but
not all his answers satisfied the questioners. We had a
short meeting following Mr. Rankin's departure, and
were pleased to accept two new members. We hope
that 2015 will see us having more members and we
may try meeting more often.

Also at the May meeting our member Peter Wingett
agreed to be our representative on the Shire's Active
Retirees Advisory Committee.

Our meetings for the year will commence on Tuesday
February 17th at the Uniting Church hall, Foster,
7.30pm. We may have a speaker that night but nothing definite has been arranged at this stage. Office
bearers will be confirmed at this meeting.

In August we discussed the feasibility of continuing as
a Branch. The result was that we decided to continue
but would stop doing working bees. We will continue
cooperating with other groups, eg. Land Care etc. and
help them when we can. As several of our members
are involved with Parks Vic. at Wilson's Prom we will
keep trying to recruit new younger members.

Marion Haupt - Foster Branch Secretary
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BEC Shop Annual Report
The Shop Volunteers have done a mighty job again
during the year, tolerating with fortitude the shop’s quiet periods and coping impressively with the busy times.
The Christmas holidays were very busy with our gross
sales well up on the previous year. This should improve our profit margin for the year and therefore the
Shop’s dividend to the Society. Many customers have
also visited the Shell Museum ensuring a healthy dividend for the Museum as well. The popularity of the
Bunurong Coast Education (BCE) activities has contributed to the number of people visiting the Shop and the
Shell Museum while the on-line booking process has
worked very well from the Shop’s perspective and has
reduced the pressure on Shop Volunteers to manage
phone calls and queries during the busiest time in the
shop.
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during the next Christmas holiday period.
In November there was a very enjoyable “Shop Volunteer Get Together” which gave the Volunteers an opportunity to discuss the changes above and make suggestions and comments. Nel Van Grunsven held the
lucky number and won a $25.00 Shop Gift Voucher.
During the year we have welcomed some new Shop
Volunteers and hope that they will enjoy working in the
shop.
BEC again had a site at the annual Australian Plant Society Flower Show in Leongatha. Whilst sales were well
down on last year it is still worthwhile having a stall at
this very popular event to promote the Society and its
activities and encourage membership. Similarly we
again staffed a site at the Sustainability Festival at Coal
Creek and will continue to support this very worthwhile
Festival.

The Wildlife Display was held in the Education room
again in early January. This is a very popular display
which runs over two days, is free to the public and this
year was funded jointly by the Shop, Coast Care and
BCE.

Sadly, as most members will be aware, Carlene Cartledge passed away during the year. Carlene’s tireless
efforts during her years as Shop Manager made it a
success and the ground work that she laid has helped
to continue that success.

With the aim of increasing the number of people visiting the Shop, Shell Museum and Education Centre during the pre Christmas and Christmas period and after
discussion with the Volunteers, we trialled opening the
shop everyday for the week preceding the commencement of the holidays and extending closing time until
five o’clock. Based on the gross sales this has proven
to be a worthwhile exercise and will be repeated again

I would like to thank the Shop Committee for their support and assistance in managing the shop and on their
behalf, thank the Shop Volunteers for their support of
the Shop through the generous donation of their time
and skills.
Pauline Taylor BEC Shop Manager

Dolphins Fascinate at BCE Session
location, and work in a team like sheepdogs to
herd prey fish into a group.

Mandy Roberts was the guest at the November Adult
and Community Education Session. Mandy is the Education Officer at the Dolphin Research Institute, and
gave a fascinating presentation about the dolphins she
studies.
DRI follows the progress of individual dolphins, and
staff often respond to reports of entanglement in fishing gear.
Did you know that?:

•
•

•

•

Some young dolphins show "rake" scars from
being disciplined by their mothers!

•

Baby dolphins can roll their tongues to use as a
tube to drink their mothers milk as it is exuded.

•

Dolphins in WA show evidence of shark bites, but
those in Victoria do not.

•

Octopus sometimes attach to dolphins, sitting
over their blowhole, and causing them to jump
into the air in an attempt to dislodge the octopus.

Regulations on tourism operations have tightened in
recent years, as a result of an increase in the number
Dolphins don't actually sleep, they are moving all and frequency of tourism operators bringing tourists
the time, but they can rest each side of the brain into their habitat.
alternately.
Populations appear to be stable in Port Phillip although
Both Common Dolphins and Bottlenose Dolphins there was a significant crash of the Gippsland Lakes
are active around our coasts, although in Port
group in 2007, as a result of massive catchment runoff
Phillip the Bottlenose Dolphins are more common after the fires.
than the Common Dolphins.
Mike Cleeland
Dolphins use sonar for communication and prey
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Grand Relations - Creating With Nature
The Grand Relations program had a successful début
recently at Inverloch Sustainable Living and Learning (Ascot Place, Inverloch). I created the program
with assistance from retired educator and grandfather,
Peter Coq, to provide children with engaging, internetfree activities as part of the 16th annual Sustainable
Living Festival (now Australia wide) and we present it
together.
A group of ten children and adults were the first to enjoy the program, which focuses on action learning in
the context of what it means to live within local means
and share your environment with other species.

gram was greatly appreciated by parents and children
alike.
Thanks to all participants for a making it a great day,
and to Peter Coq and French HelpX visitor Esme Hasle
for set-up, pancake making and photography.
Further events will be run on demand on so contact me
on 5674 6700 or check out https://www.facebook.com/
inverloch.sll for more info, images and helpful resources
on living gently with Nature, and building resilience in
your family.
Dominic Gilligan

Upon arrival, each child was given a small, woven,
empty box (re-used Fair Trade tea boxes, purchased
from BEC shop) which they gradually filled - with seeds
and leaves they picked, names they wrote, and wood/
bamboo craft they made, during the 2.5 hour program.
The program included an introduction to 'living within
Nature' followed by a half hour of Yoga Nidra (guided,
meditative rest of body and mind) resulting in a rested,
focussed group.
After some local fruit and pancakes, and a tour of the
kitchen garden, the children made various craft and gift
items using purely locally grown materials and energy
harnessed on the spot. An older child was very pleased
to complete her Japanese-style table mat, using bamboo side-shoots and multi-layer, long-life carton board.

Yoga Nidra time behind the “edible sculpture” at the Grand Relations program

Feedback indicated that the busy but organised pro-

Orchids of East Gippsland: a Field Guide, Bairnsdale and District Field Naturalists Club Inc, 2014
$35 or $40 with CD.
Written and produced by James Turner, Andrew Bould and Jennifer Wilkinson of the Bairnsdale FNC, this 232page field guide is superbly illustrated, has succinct, easy-to-understand text and is well set out. It is a ‘must
have’ for the field naturalist, botanist or orchardist, while the tourist/holiday-maker to East Gippsland will find it
invaluable. It is a credit to local printers Egee Printers of Bairnsdale.
Available at www.bairnsdalefieldnaturalists.com.au

Walking Wonthaggi’s Wetlands by Terri Gitsham Allen, Friends of Wonthaggi Heathland and Coastal Reserve Inc, 2014, $10
This field guide lists 22 wetlands in and around Wonthaggi giving history and maps where appropriate. The photographs are by members Geoff Glare and Lorraine Norden. The appendices list local wetland flora and fauna, a
handy reference for farmers, field naturalists and bird watchers.
It is available at local information centres and the Bunurong Environment Centre, Inverloch.
Book Reviews by Terri Allen

Bec’s Firewood

Easy-splitting, plantation-grown Eucalypt

“The closest you’ll get to carbon neutrality and still be warm!
Delivered in South Gippsland:- $130 (Inverloch) per tray ute load (1.7 cubic
meters). Splitting and larger quantities by arrangement.
Grown and supplied by Frank and Bec Hirst 0419 420 185
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The (Not-so-) Sweet Pittosporum
Sweet Pittosporoum, of the family pittosporaceae, is a
vigorous evergreen tree which grows about 14-15m
high and lives for about 40 years. It is sometimes
called Native Daphne because of its sweet perfume and
is indigenous to SE Victoria where it grows in the moist
rainforests between the Great Dividing Range and the
Pacific. Why then do we regard this Australian plant as
a weed? Although this species prefers moist shaded
sites such as riparian environments and damp forests,
it is rapidly invading and radically changing the diverse
ecological vegetation communities (EVCs) around us.
In so doing it is changing the ecology of the region and
impacting the locally indigenous fauna and flora.
What characteristics have contributed to Sweet Pittosporum becoming a weed south-east of Melbourne?
Abundant reproduction. The fragrant bell-shaped five
-petalled flowers are creamy white and about 2 cm
long. They occur in clusters of 4-5 at the ends of stems
in spring. Male and female flowers almost always occur
on separate plants. Fruits
are globular hard berries
about 10-15mm across,
which start green, turn
yellow and then orange
when ripe when they split
to reveal 20-30 sticky reddish or brown seeds within. These plentiful seeds
are mainly bird-dispersed,
either in their droppings or
by adhering to feathers.

light. As if this was not enough, the tree drops lots of
leaves and because these contain a chemical inhibitor
this process prevents local indigenous vegetation from
growing beneath it, thus assisting the species to dominate an area quickly. This feature, combined with
Sweet Pittosporum's capacity to establish itself very
quickly, starving surrounding plants of nutrients, water
and sunlight, works to create a virtual monoculture.
Adaptability. This species is very adaptable. It is tolerant of shade, frost and drought, very prolific, and can
establish itself quickly in a wide variety of situations.
In every respect it is built for survival, so its removal is
a challenge.
How to remove Sweet Pittosporum
Winter to summer is the recommended time for removal by all methods except for hand-pulling which can be
done all year round.
Hand pulling is only recommended for small seedlings,
because it is important that all root material is removed
to prevent re-shooting. I find that a mattock gives excellent leverage for removing larger seedlings when the
ground is slightly moist.
Cut and paint. Plants should be cut off close to ground
level and the stump immediately (within 30 seconds)
painted with undiluted glyphosate-based product. A
dabber is good for this. This technique works well for
larger seedlings, but should not be used on trunks
greater than 50mm as they are likely to reshoot.

Drill & Fill (a) or Frill & Fill (b). a) Drill holes 2-3 cm
deep and about 5 cm apart around the base of the tree
Clusters of seedlings under
and immediately fill them with undiluted glyphosate OR
perch trees testify to the success of this method, but
(b) chop downwards vertically all around the base of
seeds can also be carried on the fur of mammals such
the tree with a small hatchet and immediately fill the
as possums, or adhering to human footwear. Seeds
holes with undiluted glyphosate. This is best done durgerminate in spring or autumn and the new plants flowing the active growth stage (late spring to mider when 4-5 years old and when 1m tall or less. This
autumn). This technique is suited to larger trees. Prefspecies can also spread by suckering.
erence should be given to dealing first with female
Noxious foliage. Sweet Pittosporum has smooth shiny fruiting trees.
dark green leaves (paler and glabrous
Don’t confuse Sweet Pittosporum (below)
beneath), which are resinous and arowith the superficially similar Muttonwood
matic when crushed. The leaf margins
(right) which is a desirable native.
are smooth and wavy (hence
"undulatum") with a small, hooked
point. New leaves emerge in winterspring and form in whorls at the end of
twigs. But have you noticed that nothing eats them? Neither grubs nor beetles predate their stems or glossy foliage; not even rabbits, wallabies or possums will nibble on them. The tree creates a dense canopy which shades the
ground and starves other species of sun10

Fire? Kate Blood (2001) has remarked that Sweet Pittosporum are susceptible to intense bushfires because
of their thin bark but she also states that they will usually survive low intensity burns and are likely to coppice
vigorously. The foliage is extremely flammable even
when green, and will flare and spit and we are advised
not to allow them to grow close to our homes.
So Pittosporum undulatum is not so "sweet". It is not
declared "noxious" in Victoria, but it is "invasive" and
should be eradicated on your property if at all possible.
This may be an ongoing battle where pittosporum persists on adjoining properties or in nearby bushland, but
if we want to retain the diversity characteristic of local
EVCs and the creatures which inhabit them it is an effort worth making.

Further reading:
Kate Blood, Environmental Weeds: A Field Guide for SE
Australia, CRC Weed Management Systems, Bloomings
Books, 2001; and Leon Costermans, Native Trees and
Shrubs of South- Eastern Australia, Weldon Publishing,
1992 edition; R.M.Gleadow & D.H. Ashton, "Invasion by
Pittosporum Undulatum of the Forests of Central Victoria.1. Invasion Patterns and Plant Morphology", Australian Journal of Botany, 29(6), 1981, pp. 705-20.
Helpful websites: http://www.vro.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/
vro/vrosite.nsf/ pages/
weeds_trees_sweet_pittosporum;
http://www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/files/assets.

Bernie Schedvin
A note of caution: Watch out for "look-alikes" such as
Reprinted with thanks from Main Creek Catchment
indigenous Muttonwood (Rapanea howittiana) - which is
Landcare Group Newsletter
a "goodie" (see pictures below left).

How to Engage and Win the Conversation about Climate and Energy
Although clearly written in the United States for a local audience, this article can help our communication on these
vital topics too. - Ed.

After a wave election for conservatives, it’s always a
good idea for progressives to go back to the basics —
like good, consistent messaging. Certainly, the 2014
political tsunami was so big it easily overtopped efforts to make a modest levee out of climate change.
So we must redouble our efforts. How timely, then,
that Betsy Taylor of Breakthrough Strategies & Solutions has updated her excellent messaging guide on
climate and clean energy, “Climate Solutions for a
Stronger America.”
Back in 2012, she “commissioned a national survey of
likely voters to determine how leaders can engage and
win on climate and energy in key races around the
country.” She then consulted with leading communications experts to weave together a coherent narrative
from the threads of those findings. This year, Breakthrough Strategies & Solutions went through the process again, combining polling data and other recent
surveys with input from communications experts.

Underlying Value: Moral Responsibility
Tips & Talking Points: Stress urgency. Emphasize
that we’re seeing climate impacts now. People who
feel more urgency are more likely to support efforts to
cut carbon pollution. But it’s important to also show
them the solutions.
Talk about kids growing up today (not “future generations,” which creates the misperception that impacts and costs are far off.)

Talk about the costs of inaction far outweighing investments in solutions. We are already paying the
The result is another must-read for those who, like me,
price for weather disasters, crop failures, and higher
believe in coherent narratives. The research “identified
insurance rates.
three top-performing messages” that form a
Certainly the moral argument is the winning one,
“persuasive narrative triangle” (see figure above).
as I’ve argued. And it’s key to focus on increasingly
1. Severe Weather/Kids
extreme weather since we know linking that trend to
climate change is scientifically accurate (see
Message: “We can no longer ignore our strange
and increasingly severe weather. We have a mor- “Trenberth on How To Relate Climate Extremes to Climate Change“). And costs are rising (see “The $188
al obligation to our children to protect them –
that means preparing for tackling climate change Billion Price Tag from Climate-Related Extreme Weather”).
now.”
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We also know this message resonates with people
(see Poll: Majority of Americans Understand Global
Warming Worsens Extreme Weather and Want Nation
to Act and Poll: Americans’ Understanding of Climate
Change Increasing With More Extreme Weather, Warmer Temperatures.
2. Oil Companies’ Stranglehold on Democracy
Message: “Oil companies are using billions in profits to rig the system against clean energy solutions. We need to break their stranglehold on our
democracy, and put people, not oil companies,
back in charge.”
Underlying Value: Accountability
Tips & Talking Points: Emphasize the oil industry’s deceptive, coordinated, and well-funded
campaigns to mislead Americans on climate science
and block clean energy solutions.

Message: “Investing in clean energy means investing in our own communities and taking charge of
our own energy. Instead of subsidizing big oil, we
invest in wind turbines on farms, solar on our
roofs, and schools that use less energy – creating
local jobs, stronger communities and a more stable climate.”
Underlying Value: Empowerment
Tips & Talking Points: It’s now. It’s local. Talk
about practical, clean-energy solutions available
today. Describe a local clean energy success story – of
solar, wind, a green building, or energy savings.
Focus on benefits to people – our families, our towns,
and our neighborhoods – and talk about regular people
taking positive action.

Take on opponents with patriotic pride: Those who
say nothing can be done about climate change forget
who we are and what we can do. No one should doubt
Point out it’s the same strategy – using some of the
America’s ingenuity and resolve. People are proud of
exact same people – tobacco companies used to
America’s history of problem-solving and innovation.
hide the truth about the risks of smoking.
The solutions and clean energy jobs message has alThis message is an important one and should be includways been among the most important, as pretty much
ed in some form in all major presentations on climate.
every poll in recent years makes clear.
Breakthrough Strategies & Solutions notes, “It explains
There is more in this guide, including “Key Supporting
mixed messages” — why Americans hear so much
Facts,” examples of how to respond to specific attacks,
about how urgent a problem climate change is while, at
and “General Communication Tips” (like “Repeat, rethe same time, they don’t see much action on it. “Now
peat, repeat”). Kudos to Betsy Taylor and Breakthrough
they can see why progress has been slow; big oil and
Strategies & Solutions for putting together this wellcoal have thrown up many roadblocks to progress.”
timed, must-read guide.
3.
Taking Charge of Our Own Energy
Joe Romm
Underlying Value: Empowerment
posted on Think Progress website

Ziilch
Ziilch is a free reuse website where people can list
items they no longer want, so that others can come
and collect them.

through the council.

A major benefit of this is also the fact that we are diverting good, reusable items from hard-rubbish piles
and landfill.

Ziilch has proven to be a very popular and easy-to-use
concept and with the help of councils, we can really
start to reach more people and effectively create
change in the behaviours associated with waste and
hard-rubbish dumping.

What we are asking is that you please consider promoting Ziilch as an alternative to hard-rubbish dumping.
It is our hope that we can help people declutter their
We are more than happy to provide a short blurb for
homes, whilst simultaneously helping those in the com- your newsletter or website that explains who we are
munity who may be less fortunate and could use these and how we can help. However we are open to assistitems being given away.
ing the council in any way that we can.

There are no fees or charges associated with the site.
It's all 100% free. Please come and have a quick look
here - www.ziilch.com.au<http://www.ziilch.com.au>
Since our launch in 2011, Ziilch now has over 48,000
members and over 18,000 items have been re-housed
that may have otherwise wound up in landfill. Items
listed on Ziilch are usually collected within 24 hours.
In 2015, we want to become much more active in the
community and it is our hope that we can do this

Promoted by
Bass Coast Shire
Environment Officer

Diana Whittington

Free Tupperware anyone?
- Try Ziilch
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South Gippsland Conservation Society

Annual General Meeting
To be held on Sunday 12th April, 2015 at
Bunurong Environment Centre, 1 Ramsay Boulevard, Inverloch
11:45 for 12 noon: SPEAKER - AILEEN VENING – -

"Coasts and Climate Change"
1 pm: LUNCH
Please bring a plate to share. Tea, coffee and fruit juice provided
2 pm ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Nominations for the positions of:
President, Vice President (two positions),
Secretary and Treasurer
Other positions to be appointed by the Executive)
on the form below should be sent to: SGCS, PO Box 60, Inverloch 3996
or delivered to the Bunurong Environment Centre by 9th April , 2015
For further information, please email: info@sgcs.org.au

South Gippsland Conservation Society Inc.
I wish to nominate:
(President

Nominated By:

………………………………………… For the position of:
Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer)

…………………………………………………
(Please print clearly)

Seconded By:

………………………………………………...

………………………………………………...
(Please sign)

…………………………………………………
(Please print clearly)

………………………………………………...
(Please sign)

(Financial member of South Gippsland Conservation Society)

I accept the above nomination

………………………………………………………… (Please sign)
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Mallee Jet Fuel Can be Done
Jet fuel made from mallee biomass
can be sustainable and can reduce
carbon emissions, according to a
new report produced by Future
Farm Industries CRC.

processing of mallee trees and other biomass feedstock.

As outlined previously in Forest Grower (Vol 34/3,
spring 2011), the CRC has worked with aviation industry partners Airbus, Virgin Australia and GE, as well as
biofuels processors Renewable Oil Corporation, Dynamotive Energy Systems Corporation and IFP Energies
nouvelle, to develop and promote a renewable
transport fuels industry based on the harvesting and

demonstrate that it meets sustainability principles as
well as technical standards. This is done by applying
one of several international assessment systems. In
this study, the CRC adopted the Switzerland-based
Roundtable of Sustainable Bioproducts (RSB) principles,
favoured by Airbus. The assessment criteria covered
economic, social and environmental categories, and
ranged from local food security to biodiversity.

The sustainability assessment covered the complete
value chain, from planting, growing and harvesting the
mallees, through transport, then converting into a
range of fuel and other products. In this system biomass is initially converted to bio-oil using fast pyrolysis
– a process in which the biomass is heated in the abThe new report, ‘Sustainable Mallee Jet Fuel: Sustaina- sence of oxygen. The bio-oil is then upgraded and rebility and Life Cycle Assessment for Supply to Perth Air- fined into jet fuel, petrol, diesel and other organic prodport, Western Australia’ produced by Future Farm Inucts.
dustries CRC for Airbus, documents the findings of the
‘first step’ sustainability (environmental, social and eco- The CRC’s study assessed a process in which mallees
would be grown in the Great Southern region of WA,
nomic) assessment for sourcing mallee biomass in
the biomass processed at a plant in Katanning (not built
Western Australia’s Great Southern region and proat present), then the bio-oil transported to Kwinana for
cessing it into renewable jet fuel for supply to Perth
further refining. The final product would be transported
Airport. Other transport biofuels would also be produced, with the objectives of reducing carbon emissions to Perth Airport for use (refer Figure 1).
and finding an alternative, sustainable source of fuel.
For a new jet fuel to be certified, the proponents must

Reducing carbon emissions
As part of its global strategy, the aviation
industry has set a goal to reduce its CO2
emissions from fossil fuel. To meet the
RSB’s principle, a 50% reduction is required. Reducing carbon emissions associated with the biomass production process
is one of the challenges that growers face.
As part of the CRC’s study, a rigorous lifecycle assessment (LCA) for emissions reduction was conducted by RMIT University, and independently reviewed according
to International Standards Organisation
requirements. The LCA demonstrated that
the proposed supply chain for southwestern WA, using jet fuel that is made
entirely from mallee biomass provided a
40% reduction in CO2 emissions.

Outline of the mallee growing and production scenario
that was analysed in the report.
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These figures indicate an ongoing technical challenge to achieve the RSB sustainability standard. IFP Energies nouvelle,
the most prestigious fuels development
group in Europe, is conducting research on
this and RMIT’s detailed LCA report provided strong pointers where the best gains
could be made.

The RMIT work (LCA) was necessarily based on a conservative assessment of the carbon emissions reductions from the agricultural production component of the
supply chain. The largest single emissions component
of the mallee production system was retaining methane
producing sheep in the farming system at the same
level as they were prior to introducing mallees, despite
the trees occupying 6% of pastured paddocks.
This is a more conservative approach than used in other assessment systems and was the source of much
debate between the project team and the external reviewer. So the conclusion regarding the effectiveness of
mallee biofuel to reduce carbon emissions needs to be
seen in light of this conservative methodology. Without
the carbon offset for maintaining sheep production, the
carbon emissions were reduced by approximately 60%.

Mallee belts in the West Australian wheatbelt.

communities more viable. The first step assessment
quantified a significant profit gain for Great Southern
farmers on paddocks predominantly used for grazing. It
While the sustainability study demonstrated that the
also quantified additional employment and business
conversion of mallee biomass to jet fuel can be sustainactivity for the region. The CRC’s work has demonstratable and can reduce carbon emissions, much is still reed that planting mallees also provides additional food
quired to develop a commercially viable biofuel indusand shelter resources for native fauna, enhances the
try.
aesthetic appeal of the landscape and provides other
The first issue is developing workable technologies and benefits on-farm, such as salinity mitigation and liveconversion processes. The fuel from mallee biomass
stock shelter.
has not yet been certified as a jet fuel, as both the iniImportantly, mallee production at the scale envisaged
tial conversion of biomass to bio-oil and the subsequent
is not a threat to existing food production in the area,
upgrading processes are still being developed. This
so there is no need for policies to limit this land use
work is being undertaken jointly by Dynamotive and
change in Australia, despite overseas concerns. EcoIFPEn.
nomically, optimum plantings for participating Great
The next critical step is to develop a commercial biofuel Southern farmers will constitute about 3% of farm arprocessing capacity in WA. Before the business case for ea. If the aviation industry was to meet 5% of its fuel
mallee biofuel (attaining the capital, organising supply
needs using mallee biofuel by 2020, this would amount
contracts and creating off-take agreements that will
to about 500,000ha Australia-wide or less than 1% of
enable a viable industry) can occur, investors need con- farmland.
fidence that the proposed conversion process is comJohn McGrath
mercially viable and the fuel produced is able to be certified for use as jet fuel.
Dr John McGrath was the Research Director for the Future Farm Industries Cooperative Research Centre (FFI
The study demonstrated that if and when it develops, a
CRC) from 2010-2014 when it closed on 30 June 2014
commercial jet fuel production industry will provide an
at the end of its seven year term. The FFI CRC’s goal
additional income source for farmers and make farming
was to transform dryland farming with new farming
systems and perennial plant technologies, including an
important role for new bioenergy crops. Previously John
managed the forestry research programs in the WA
Forest Products Commission and the Department of
Conservation and Land Management.
Commercial considerations

Kevin Goss (retired CEO of FFI CRC), Jill Griffith (CRC
Publication Manager) and Janine Rodrigues (Curtin University work experience student) contributed to the development of this article.
Dr McGrath can be contacted via email:
john.mcgrath1206@gmail.com
Article reproduced with permission from the Australian
Forest Grower magazine.
Refuelling a Virgin Australia A330 at Perth airport.
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I/We

.

Of

Email address (please print clearly)
Wish to renew my/our membership
Wish to apply for membership
Wish to make a donation
New members to be nominated and seconded by a member of the S.G.C.S.
Membership Subscription

•

Send cheque or money order to:
S.G.C.S. Membership Officer
P O Box 60, Inverloch 3996

Family

$27.00

Single

$20.00

•

Pay with cash or EFTPOS at the BEC,

Concession - single

$15.00

•

Or pay on-line (current members) to:BSB 633-000 A/c No141390898 (Note your name).
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